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AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE RISE, DEMISE AND RESURRECTION OF MISSION POINT
LIGHTHOUSE – THE GREAT LAKES - GRAND TRAVERSE BAY - MICHIGAN – USA (2015)
INTRODUCTION
There are several aims of this personal project, including fulfillment of requirements for
a NAS Part IV Diploma in Foreshore and Underwater Archaeology, for community interest and
to create a local opportunity for NAS students to work towards the requirement of 60 days of
practical experience. Research questions to be addressed are as follows: What are the details
of the construction of the lighthouse? How has the structure of MPL changed over its lifetime
and how did MPL contribute to the development of Traverse City, Michigan? There has been
some controversy about why MPL was established; was it associated with a shipwreck or was it
established purely as a navigational aid? What known shipwrecks and maritime mishaps are
related to MPL? What artifacts are associated with MPL? Can an artifact of a galley table
belonging to Old Mission residents Nikki and Steve Sobkowski, be linked to a shipwreck prior to
the construction of MPL? To begin answering these questions, the site was position fixed with
the use of a Total Station, and a two dimensional survey was created of the existing structure of
Mission Point Lighthouse and the surrounding outbuildings. This survey was then compared to
an existing site survey dated February 2, 1903. Historical/archived photographs of the
lighthouse were gathered and compared to current personal observations in order to
document changes in the structure and any surrounding outbuildings. Through historical
research, details of the construction of the lighthouse were determined, creating a timeline of
the changes. Artifacts related to the lighthouse were located in private collections and the
possessors were approached to see if they would like to donate the artifacts to be displayed at
the lighthouse museum. In addition, a geomorphological survey of the shoreline and sandbars
north of the lighthouse was completed and will serve as a baseline for any future monitoring
survey of the fluctuating water level. MPL is of great interest to local residents, the Old Mission
Peninsula Historical Society, the Peninsula Township Park Commission, the Grand Traverse Bay
Underwater Preserve and those who have a great love for lighthouses in general.
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LOCATION
MPL is a coastal structure located in the state of Michigan in the United States on the
shoreline of one of the Great Lakes, Lake Michigan in West Grand Traverse Bay. Its unique
location is just a few yards south of the 45th parallel north, halfway between the North Pole and
the Equator on Old Mission Peninsula, approximately 20 miles north of Traverse City at the end
of M-37 North. Coordinates of the location are 44o 59’ 28.7” N, 85o 28’ 46.1” W. Old Mission
Peninsula splits Grand Traverse Bay into east and west arms; MPL is situated on the northern
tip of the peninsula. One can see the coastline of Leelanau County on the west and the
coastlines of Antrim and Charlevoix Counties to the east. MPL and related outbuildings are
situated on 20 acres known as “Lighthouse Park” (See Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4).

Fig. 1: Satellite Imagery - The Great Lakes in North America (Google 2013)

Fig. 2: Lake Michigan in Relationship to Lakes Superior, Huron, Erie and Ontario (Google 2013)
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Fig. 3: Location of Mission Point Lighthouse on Old Mission Peninsula, Grand Traverse Bay
(Google 2013)

Fig. 4: Satellite Imagery – Location of MPL on Mission Point (Google 2013)
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OLD MISSION PENINSULA GEOLOGY
Geologists believe that the lower portion of the state of Michigan was covered by the
ancient Devonian Seas, some 350 million years ago. Along the shores of Old Mission Peninsula,
fossils, known as Petoskey stones, fossilized colony coral from a reef in the Devonian Seas are
found. Approximately 15,000 years ago, the glacier that covered the northern United States
receded until its edge was at the 45th parallel. It is theorized that glaciers formed the Great
Lakes and the arms of the Grand Traverse Bay by gouging and scraping the soft sand and shale
of the region, carving out a unique land formation (Hatcher 1963: 21-29). The huge boulders
and shoal along the shoreline of the MPL are evidence of the debris carried by the glaciers
during the last ice age. Many of the visible boulders measure as large as six feet in diameter,
but the giant ones lie beneath the water; two miles of shoals extend from the tip of the point.
Old Mission Peninsula is approximately 20 miles long and projects into Grand Traverse Bay,
dividing the bay into east and west arms. Grand Traverse Bay is approximately 33 miles long
and 11 miles wide (Potter 1956: 5).
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BRIEF HISTORY OF OLD MISSION PENINSULA
Ottawa and Chippewa Indian tribes inhabited the Grand Traverse Region, which
included Old Mission Peninsula. In accordance with the 1836 Treaty of Washington, the U.S.
government agreed to provide these native tribes both a mission and schools for their
reservation. Henry Schoolcraft, the Indian agent representing the U.S. government, selected a
natural harbor on the eastern shore of Grand Traverse Bay for the planned facilities. In 1838,
the Presbyterian Board of Missions sent Reverend Peter Dougherty to establish the mission on
this peninsula. Reservations were to be temporary, as the tribes were to be moved west by
1841; however, this portion of the treaty was never honored. As word spread of the excellent
growing conditions in the area, white settlers moved to the area to farm the land. Many
Indians moved to Canada, while some who had saved their money purchased government land
on Leelanau Peninsula. Reverend Peter Dougherty joined the Ottawa and Chippewa in Omena,
in Leelanau County, and established a New Mission in 1852 (Meyer 1988: 3-6). The federal
government reevaluated the old treaties, deciding that Indian lands in the Grand Traverse
Region should become public property. This made it possible for more white settlers to inhabit
the area and thus began the expansion of the Grand Traverse area (Potter 1956: 39).
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BRIEF HISTORY ON THE BEGINNINGS AND CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHTHOUSES IN THE UNITED
STATES AND IN THE GREAT LAKES
The first lighthouse constructed in the United States under Congressional Statue H.R. 12
was in Boston Harbor in 1716. The United States Lighthouse Board (See – The History of the
Administration of Lighthouses in the United States 1789 – Present, 2015 - Page 15) was
responsible for building and operating lighthouses, including maintenance and repair of the
structures, public piers and buoys making maritime navigation safe for shipping and
transportation. The height of the light tower was to position the light where navigators could
see it. With the assistance of the light, mariners could plot their location, be warned of
navigational dangers (reefs and shoals), and be guided to entrances of harbors and through
shipping channels. Taking the bearings off two or more known lighthouses enabled mariners
along a coastline to plot the bearings on a chart to determine their exact position and if they
were on course (Holland 1988: 9-28). “The height of a tower depends on its purpose and the
arc of the earth the light must overcome" (Holland 1988: 18).
Because of the huge size of the Great Lakes (95,000 square miles of water surface),
weather was hard to predict before modern day technology. Configuration of the five Great
Lakes (Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie and Ontario) made it very difficult for ships to outrun a
storm. The first lighthouse on the Great Lakes was built at Niagara-on-the Lake (formerly
known as Newark) by the British in 1804. Niagara-on-the-Lake is situated where the Niagara
River and Lake Ontario meet (Wright 2006: 13). With the end of the civil war, thirty-six
lighthouses were rebuilt or constructed between 1865 and 1870 on the Great Lakes. It was
during this time period that “lighthouse construction became standardized in order to save
money. “After completing a lighthouse, the board reused the plans to build another lighthouse,
making modifications in the height and positioning of the tower.” (quoted in Dempster 2002:
41).
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THE HISTORY OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF LIGHTHOUSES IN THE UNITED STATES 1789 – PRESENT,
2015

President George Washington signed the ninth act of the United States Congress,
August 7, 1789, which stated that all states turn over to the central government lighthouses
under construction and those that were approved to be constructed. The U.S. Lighthouse
Establishment was created and all navigational aids were now the responsibility of the
Secretary of the Treasury. In 1792, the responsibility to oversee navigational aids was turned
over to the Commissioner of Revenue until 1820 when the office of Commissioner of Revenue
was abolished.
Stephen Pleasonton, who held the office of Fifth Auditor of the Treasury, was assigned
the responsibilities of the lighthouse administration for the next 32 years. Under his leadership,
the number of lighthouses increased to 331 lighthouses and 42 lightships. Pleasonton was
resistant to change and technical progress of navigational aids and instead chose not to change
his ways of operation. For example, he refused to test the new and highly successful innovation
of the Fresnel lens invented in 1822. It was not until the 1840s that Congress forced Pleasonton
to test the new lens. Pleasonton was removed as the administrator of navigational aids and the
responsibility was assigned to the U.S. Lighthouse Board in 1852. The U.S. Lighthouse Board
was composed of civilian scientists and military officers who previously served on an
investigative board, analyzing the current state of navigational aids and evaluating
recommendations and suggestions from ship’s captains who sailed up and down the coasts.
Under the U.S. Lighthouse Board, advances in technology were adopted quickly and remained
in service for over 58 years (National Park Service 2010). The U.S. Lighthouse Board made the
decision to operate its own fleet of supply tenders in 1857 to service the lighthouses. A
network of vessels was needed to support the growing lighthouse stations being built across
the U.S. (Elve 2011: 32). By 1923, the U.S. Lighthouse Board had become the largest lighthouse
organization in the world, employing engineers, clerks, carpenters, draftsmen and inspectors
(Harrison 2009: 7)
In 1910, Congress wanted to turn the responsibilities of lighthouse administration to a
civilian agency, thus establishing the Bureau of Lighthouses, also known as the U.S. Lighthouse
Service. In 1939, the duties of the Bureau of Lighthouses were combined into the operations of
the U.S. Coast Guard, where they remain today (National Park Service 2010).
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NAVIGATIONAL AIDS ON GRAND TRAVERSE BAY, STRAITS OF MACKINAW AND MANITOU
PASSAGE 1832 - 1910
Grand Traverse Bay

Straits of Mackinaw

Waugoshance Shoal
Lighthouse - Est. 1832

White Shoal
Lighthouse Est. 1910

Grand Traverse
Lighthouse - Est. 1852
Mission Point
Lighthouse - Est. 1870

Manitou Passage

Fig. 5: Satellite Imagery – Lighthouses Established on Lake Michigan – 1832 – 1910 –Grand
Traverse Bay, Straits of Mackinaw and Manitou Passage (Google 2015)
Before MPL was established in 1870, the first lighthouse to serve on all the Great Lakes
was the Waugoshance Shoal Lighthouse. A 60 ton wooden vessel, Louise McLean, was placed
on the shoal in 1832. With the harsh weather conditions of Lake Michigan, several times the
vessel was blown off its mooring and in need of repairs. In 1847, construction began to build a
permanent lighthouse. Waugoshance Shoal Lighthouse was decommissioned in 1912 when a
larger light, the White Shoals Lighthouse, was constructed in 1910, 2.6 miles to its northwest
(Wright 2006: 342-343). The White Shoals Lighthouse was automated in 1976 and is still a
navigational aid today (Wright 2006: 346-347).
In 1852, Grand Traverse Lighthouse was built at the tip of Leelanau Peninsula, where it
marked the entrances to Grand Traverse Bay, the Manitou Passage and the Straits of
Mackinaw. The building was closed in 1972, when the tower light was replaced with an
automated skeletal tower (Wright 2006: 280-281). See Fig 5.
See Appendix A for a current map and listing of all Lake Michigan Lighthouses, including
their state, active or inactive status, accessibility, longitude, latitude, and whether or not it is
open to the public (Great Lakes Lighthouse Keepers Assoc. 2014).
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KNOWN SHIPWRECKS AND MARITIME MISHAPS ASSOCIATED WITH MISSION POINT PREDATING MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE 1851-1869
On the northern tip of Old Mission Peninsula, mariners would encounter approximately
two miles of shoals projecting into their path, making navigating around the peninsula a
dangerous undertaking. Gaining access to Old Mission Harbor would be especially dangerous in
unfavorable weather (Pepper 2003).
Three documented shipwrecks/mishaps before the existence of MPL were the
schooners Venus (1851) the Energy (1854) and the Kate Richmond (1869). In 1851, Perry
Hannah, Albert Tracy Lay and James Morgan, who founded the Hannah, Lay and Company
lumber empire, arrived in Grand Traverse Bay aboard the little schooner Venus. On course
from Chicago, the Venus stopped first at Old Mission for two hours and then set sail north for
the western arm of Grand Traverse Bay off Old Mission Point. While Captain Peter Nelson was
taking a nap, the Venus struck the reef and became stuck. After several hours the schooner
was able to break loose from the rocky shoals without too much damage (Wakefield 1996: 7-8).
The schooner Energy foundered off Old Mission Point in 1854 with a cargo of household
goods (Wakefield 1996: 74).
The schooner Kate Richmond ran hard aground off Old Mission Point on November 11,
1869 with a cargo of wheat and was towed to Chicago (Wakefield 1996: 11). The vessel was in
a dismasted state and in a badly damaged condition (US Weather Bureau 1869). A big winter
storm in November 11, 1869 damaged many boats on Grand Traverse Bay. An article in the
Grand Traverse Herald dated December 2, 1869 states that the Kate Richmond would not have
been wrecked had there been a lighthouse.
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ASSOCIATED KNOWN SHIPWRECKS AND MARITIME MISHAPS AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE

Fig. 6: Remains of the Shipwreck Metropolis (Permission Granted – Grand Traverse Bay
Underwater Preserve, Doyal, C.) 2014
The wreck of the schooner Metropolis (See Fig. 6) lays within sight of MPL, located at
44.58.227N, 85 27.945W, approximately 100 yards off the west shore of the east arm of Grand
Traverse Bay in approximately ten feet of water. During a winter storm in 1886, carrying a
cargo of lumber and iron from Elk Rapids to Chicago, the Metropolis ran aground at 3:00 am in
shallow water. The crew made it ashore safely. They scuttled her to keep her from breaking up
while waiting for a wrecking tug. The wrecking tug was unable to pump the Metropolis out as
there was a plank that was loosened and she was taking in water too quickly. The attempt to
salvage was abandoned after two days of trying to slow the leak. During the salvage operation,
the wreck broke in two; the second portion of the wreck lies below in approximately 120 feet of
water. The wreck was abandoned by its owners after determining it to be unsalvageable
(Michigan Underwater Preserve Council 2011) (Boursaw 1998: 6- 9). Since the onset of this
project, several residents have donated artifacts from the Metropolis to the MPL museum,
including a chock, salvaged planks and most recently items currently in the process of
identification.
The A.J. Rogers (See Fig. 7 and 8) was a 138 foot schooner built in 1862, originally
named Alida Jane Rogers. The wreck lies in approximately 45-50 feet of water (Michigan
Underwater Preserve Council 2011). The schooner was carrying 585 tons of pig iron on October 8,
1898 from Elk Rapids for delivery in Sandusky, Ohio. Leaking badly, Captain Frank Conlin turned
the vessel back near Cat Head Bay the next day. After re-evaluating the situation, realizing he
would not be able to make the port, Captain Conlin attempted to beach the vessel on Mission
Point. The crew escaped, but the schooner was a total loss and sank with all of her cargo
before reaching land (Wrecksite 2013).
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Fig. 7: A. J. Rogers in the Background at Cleveland Dock (Wrecksite 2013)

Fig. 8: Remains of the Shipwreck A.J. Rogers (Permission Granted – Grand Traverse Bay
Underwater Preserve, Doyal, C.) 2014

A letter dated November 2, 1898 to Commander Allibone, Inspector 9 th Light-House
District from the Light House Board refers to installation of a buoy to mark the wreck of the A.J.
Rogers (Light House Board, 1898). Letter dated November 22, 1926 from James Smith from
Hutchinson and Co. to US Steamboat Inspectors, Chicago, IL, states that on November 18, 1926
the steamer Charles L. Hutchinson (See Fig. 9) not being able to see an unlighted drifting gas
buoy in time to avoid the buoy ran over it and fouled the propeller breaking two blades. The
buoy had drifted to the North Channel of the Straits of Mackinac (Smith, J., 1926).
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Fig. 9: Steamer Charles L. Hutchinson – Originally Named William C. Moreland ((Historical
Collections of the Great Lakes Bowling Green State University 2003)
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EXAMPLES OF DELAYED CONSTRUCTION OF NAVIGATIONAL AIDS BY CONGRESS ON GREAT
LAKES MARITIME SITES PLAGUED BY SHIPWRECKS
As early as 1859 Congress had recognized the need for a lighthouse at Mission Point.
Work was not commenced before 1870, however, which, as the following examples show, was
not an unusual delay. The reasons for such delays included difficulties in acquiring property,
construction problems, storm damage and obtaining funding from Congress.
Huron Island Light Station – The Huron Island chain, within Lake Superior, had been the
site of numerous shipwrecks over the years. On May 29, 1860, the side-wheeler Arctic ran
aground with her cargo of cattle, freight and passengers. The Lighthouse Board brought this to
the attention of Congress in their 1863 and 1865 annual reports. Congress appropriated
$17,000 on July 26, 1866, but clear title to the property was not attained until September 2,
1887. Construction began 27 years after a major shipwreck and 21 years after Congressional
appropriation (Pepper 2004).
Split Rock Light – Located along the north shore of Lake Superior, in 1905 a series of
storms between November 27th and 29th caused the loss or damage of 29 vessels and over 200
deaths. Congress approved the establishment of a light on February 26, 1907 with an
appropriation of $75,000 for the construction to begin March of 1907. Plagued by construction
problems, the light was not lit until August 1, 1910, five years after the shipwrecks of 1905
(Pepper 2003).
Rock of Ages Light – Located on the largest island in Lake Superior, in anticipation of a
maritime disaster, the Lighthouse Board first recommended that Congress appropriate $50,000
for construction of a light and fog signal in its 1896 annual report. On October 20, 1898, the
Henry Chisholm, a 257 foot wooden-hulled propeller was wrecked at the site. The Lighthouse
Board and Congress finally came to an agreement on the amount of appropriation for
construction of a light in 1907. Construction began in the spring of 1908, but came to halt in
November due to violent storms. Work resumed in early 1909 and the Rock of Ages Light was
fully operational September 15th, 1910, twelve years after the shipwreck Henry Chisholm
(Pepper 2003).
Crisp Point Light – A stretch of coastline on Lake Superior between Whitefish Point and
Grand Island was referred to as “The Shipwreck Coast” during the 1800’s. Vessels were pushed
onto the shore by violent storms or lost in the fog. The Lighthouse Board recommended to
Congress in 1896 that a lighthouse should be built in light of several more wrecks which had
occurred. For the next six years the Lighthouse Board pleaded with Congress to appropriate
funds. On June 28, 1902, six years later, Congress appropriated the funds to begin construction
of Crisp Point Light (Pepper 2011).
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THE EXPANSION OF SHIPPING AND PASSENGER TRANSPORT IN THE GRAND TRAVERSE
REGION
Produce and lumber from the Grand Traverse Region was transported to growing cities,
and soon the east and west arms of Grand Traverse Bay were busy with shipping vessels. The
first locally owned commercial shipping line was Hannah, Lay and Co. The first Hannah, Lay and
Co. steamship was the propeller Allegheny, purchased in 1860. During the lifetime of the
Allegheny, she transported over 72 million board feet of lumber and 18 million shingles. In
1865, the small steamer Sunny Side provided a daily service around Grand Traverse Bay
transporting lumber and up to 75 passengers. Departing each morning from Traverse City,
some of the stops on Sunny Side’s route were Elk Rapids, Charlevoix, Old Mission and Suttons
Bay. In 1870, the steamer City of Traverse replaced the Allegheny, carrying three times the
amount of board feet of lumber (640,000 board feet) and up to 75 passengers (Wakefield 1996:
15-21).
A partial quote dated June 5, 1868 from DeWitt C. Leach, editor and publisher of the
Grand Traverse Herald states, “Nothing shows more unmistakably the increase in population
and business in the Grand Traverse region than the additions made to our facilities for travel
and shipping. Four years ago, Hannah, Lay and Co. put the propeller Sunny Side on the Bay. It
was thought doubtful whether even one small steamer would pay at that time. But business
and travel increased as greater facilities were offered, and today we have on the Bay all the
conveniences necessary for a large and increasing business. Thus it can be seen that it is now
easy to reach any point on the Bay, at any time, and without delay. As the county is constantly
progressing, our facilities for travel will increase rather than diminish. We shall never go back
to the days of sail boats and row boats, of long dreary trips to Northport working against wind
and tide and hoping against hope. Those days are gone forever. Let them go. There was in
them more romance than adventure” (quoted in Wakefield 1996: 23).
Additional shipping lines in the Great Lakes Region supplying passenger and freight
service were the Michigan Transit Co., Seymour Transportation Co., Northern Michigan
Transportation Co., Grand Trunk and Chicago Line and the Northern Michigan Transit Company
(See Fig.11 for Shipping Routes). The following is a quote taken from archived correspondence
dated February 19, 1907 from Andrew B. Dougherty of the Elk Rapids Iron Company to Senator
William Alden Smith states, “Steamships Illinois (See Fig. 10) and Missouri make two trips in the
bay each week during the entire season of navigation. They are valued at three hundred
thousand dollars each and carry large crews and thousands of passengers. The business of the
Elk Rapids Iron Company and the Elk Cement and Lime Company, in cargoes, in and out of this
port for the coming season will be upwards of one million dollars. Our general mercantile and
agricultural interests also depend largely on marine navigation. Other ports served by this light
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are Traverse City, Suttons Bay, Northport, Old Mission, Acme and East Bay. The shipping of
these places is constantly increasing” (quoted in Dougherty 1907). During the navigational
season, Elk Rapids Iron Company alone shipped 40 to 45 cargoes of ore, ranging from 60,000 to
65,000 tons each. Six to eight cargoes of pig iron weighing in at approximately 12,000 tons and
20 to 25 cargoes of lumber at approximately 14,000 tons were shipped annually. Five hundred
to seven hundred men were employed in 1907 by the Elk Rapids Iron Company (Dougherty
1907).

Fig. 10: The Steamer Illinois (History Center of Traverse City)
With the growth of the fruit industry in the Grand Traverse Region, the fruit boat Gilman
D shared Grand Traverse Bay with the shipping lines, daily transporting cherries and apples
during the season from Old Mission to the Haserot Cannery just north of Northport from 1916
through 1946. The Anna C. Wilson, Mary Ethel and the Stewart supplied the John C. Morgan
Canning Company of Traverse City with loads of apples (Wakefield 1996: 44).
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Fig. 11: Elk Rapids Tourist’s Map-Resorts, Fishing Grounds and Shipping Routes (Natalie
Kohler Collection) Undated.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE
On March 3, 1859, Congress approved the appropriation of $6,000 to build MPL (U.S.
Congress 40th), but it was not until 1863 that the Light-House Board assigned a special
committee to evaluate the necessity of building lights on the lakes. The committee
recommended a lighthouse be built on Mission Point based on the notes of Colonel Graham;
“There is extensive trade in the two arms of this bay, the coasts and back county, of which are
quite settled. At the heads of both these arms there are excellent harbors and good anchorage,
and vessels should be aided in reaching them. At their very heads at least three fathoms of
water are found, and below from four to twenty fathoms. The trade in both now consists of
lumber, amounting to about eighteen millions of feet, of 10,000 cords of wood, of $100,000
worth of furs, and $50,000 worth of agricultural products, per annum, altogether about
$378,000 per annum. Traverse City, situated at the head of the west arm, is the terminus of an
extensive railroad, which will probably be completed within two years. The land is private, and
it is understood that it can be obtained on reasonable terms” (U.S. 38th Congress, 1863).
An article in the Grand Traverse Herald, dated April 1859, applauds the efforts of
citizens and Honorable D.C. Leach, Representative in Congress, for their efforts in getting the
appropriation.
Construction of lighthouses around the country was delayed by the Civil War (18611865) (See Table 1). A total of 21 lighthouse structures were approved by Congress for
construction on the Western Great Lakes during this nine year period.
Table 1: Western Great Lakes Light Stations – Lake Superior and Lake Michigan – Established
1861 – 1870
1863 - Raspberry Island
1866 - Peninsula Point
1866 - Racine Harbor
1866 - Gull Rock L
1867 - Big Sable
1867 - Sand Point (Escanaba)
1868 - Grand Island Harbor Rear Range
1868 - Granite Island
1868 - Huron Island
1868 - Keweenaw Waterway Lower
1868 - South Fox Island
Data Compiled by Terry Pepper

1868 - Stannard's Rock
1868 - Chambers Island
1868 - Eagle Bluff
1869 - McGulpins Point
1869 - Sturgeon Point
1870 - Grand Island East Channel
1870 - Mendota (Bete Grise)
1870 - Old Mission Point
1870 - Spectacle Reef
1870 - Cana Island

A re-evaluation of the proposed construction of MPL, as reported by the Secretary of
The Treasury on the State of the Finances for the year 1869 states, “The necessity for the
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construction of the light-house never having been at all urgent, the money has not been
expended. Further examination into the matter will be made, and if it does not appear that the
station is required the appropriation will be transferred to the surplus fund” (quoted in U.S. 40th
Congress, 1868). In an effort to convince Congress on the importance of the lighthouse to the
area, a petition was circulated including signatures of local lumber baron Perry Hannah and
former light keeper at Skillagalee Light Station, Jerome Pratt; the petition was successful
(Johnson 2011: 8-9). A warranty deed was executed September 1, 1869 by Jared and Mary
Tyler in favor of the United States in consideration of the sum of $83.80 for the parcel of land
called “Mission Point” (Appendix B).
In the beginning of the 1870 navigational season, the US Lighthouse Tender Warrington
(See Fig. 12) arrived in Grand Traverse Bay loaded with construction materials and supplies
(Johnson 2011: Forward). The Warrington was built as a Great Lakes steam barge in Detroit in
1868. In years to come she would transport the Engineer Secretary of the Lighthouse Board
and the District Engineer on inspections of the lighthouses in the Ninth and Eleventh Districts
(MPL was assigned to the Ninth District) (U.S. 40th Congress, 1868).

Fig. 12: US Lighthouse Tender Warrington (Historical Collections of the Great Lakes Bowling
Green State University)
Jerome Pratt signed for the 5th Order Fresnel lens (See Fig. 13) in August of 1870.
(Johnson 2011: 9) This 5th Order Fresnel lens was relocated from the Grand Traverse
Lighthouse after the optic at Grand Traverse Lighthouse was upgraded to a larger fixed lens of
the Fourth Order (Pepper pers. comm. 6 Feb. 2013).
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Augustin Fresnel, a French physicist, developed and perfected his lens in 1822 (Holland
1988: 39). The lens looked like a glass beehive, and in its center was a single lamp. Prisms at
the top and bottom refracted, or bent the light into a narrow sheet, while glass at the center
focus magnified the light. The bending and magnification produced a bright narrow sheet of
concentrated light. Fresnel’s lenses came in six orders, or sizes, numbered one through six.
They ranged in diameter from six feet for the first order to 10 inches for the sixth order.
Fourth, fifth and sixth orders were considered harbor and bay lights. To light these
lamps, the keepers were supplied with lucernes, small metal devices with a protruding wick
that was lighted and touched to the concentric wicks of the lamps (Holland 1988: 39).

Fig. 13: Fifth Order Fresnel Lens Display at Mission Point Lighthouse
(Mission Point Lighthouse 2013)
Light House Board document “Notice to Mariners” (Mo 82), signed by Light House
Board Chairman, W. H. Shubbrick, states that the lighthouse lamp will be lighted at MPL for the
first time on September 10, 1870. At that time, a Light House Board Report entry documents
the discovery that “timber on the light-house grounds obstructs the light through a small arc
and will be removed” (quoted in Shubbrick, W.H. 1870).
Jerome Mortimer Pratt assisted in the construction of the lighthouse before taking on
the position as the first lighthouse keeper, serving from September 10, 1870 – January 30,
1877. From his logbook entries we can see the evolution of maritime traffic changing from
sailing vessels to steamers (Meyer 1988: 27).
On January 30, 1877, John McHarry was the second keeper to be appointed, serving
until his death on August 15, 1881 (Killillay pers. comm. 13 Sep. 2012).
Improvements noted in official Lighthouse Board documents dated 1880 include
painting the dwelling, tower and lantern inside and out and a cellar was dug under the dwelling
(Light House Board 1880).
John W. Lane became the acting lighthouse keeper on August 16, 1881. Sometime
during the administration of John Lane, he personally funded and built a chicken coop and
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buggy shed (Davenport, 1907). John W. Lane was given full appointment to become the third
keeper at MPL on June 18, 1883 until his death on December 12, 1906 (Killillay pers. comm. 13
Sep. 2012). It was during his appointment that the Metropolis wrecked in 1889.
During 1889, “A brick cistern was built, a pump was put up in the kitchen, and various
minor repairs were made” (quoted in Light House Board 1889). Rain water was collected in the
cistern for household purposes. Lighthouse Board documents dated 1889 state “A shore
protection (revetment), 200 feet long and four feet high, was built and filled with stone, the
material for which was obtained on the site” (quoted in Light House Board 1889) (See Fig.14)).

Fig. 14: Revetment Restricts Erosion c. 1889 (Peninsula Community Library)
It is quite possible that the rising water levels of Lake Michigan over the previous ten
years threatened to erode the sand bank on which the lighthouse was built. The following
water level graph for the time periods of 1860-2010 indicate a significant rise in water levels in
Lake Michigan in 1889 (See Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15: Lake Michigan-Huron Water Levels 1860-2010 (NOAA)
Materials were procured May 15, 1893 to build a woodshed and to make repairs to the
roof and gutters of the dwelling at the estimated cost of $150.00 (Major of Engineers 1893). A
new woodshed was built on the lighthouse grounds in 1894 (NARA, 1894). Three years later, in
1897, metal work materials were ordered for the proposed brick oil house (NARA, 1897).
Sometime between the years of 1898 and 1899 the brick oil house (360 gallon capacity) was
built (NARA, 1899.) Before electricity, various flammables were used to power the lanterns.
Early lighthouses used whale oil which was stored inside the cellar beneath the dwelling. With
the conversion to using inexpensive kerosene in the lanterns, several lighthouses were lost to
fires when their fuel supplies were accidentally ignited. The best solution to solve this fire
hazard problem was to store fuel in a separate building (Jones 2004: 115).
In 1901, recommendations by the Corps of Engineers to the Light-House Board request
that materials be purchased to renew the dilapidated fences at Mission Point to protect the
grounds. Currently, the oil house is outside the fenced enclosure and it is recommended that
the oil house be included in the fenced area (Corps of Engineers 1901). The Office of the LightHouse Board estimates the cost of renewing 198 lin. feet of tight board fence 4’ 6” high and 334
lin. feet of wire construction, with wood cap, also renewing 350 lin. feet of walks at $228.00 to
be paid from appropriation “Repairs of Light-Houses, 1901”. (Appendix C) A new metal lining
was also put in the dome of the lantern (NARA, 1901).
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On October 3, 1903, a lampist visited the MPL and a new and improved 5th Order lamp
that uses a longer wick was established at the station (Lane, J. 1902). Upon the death of Keeper
John Lane, Sarah Lane was appointed Acting Keeper on December 12, 1906, replacing her
husband and becoming the fourth keeper. Three months later on March 12, 1907, Sarah Lane
takes the oath of office as Acting Assistant Keeper (Johnson 2011: 32).
Two letters archived at the NARA both dated February 19, 1907 from The Elk Rapids Iron
Company and Attorney-At-Law Andrew Dougherty to U.S. Senator Alden Smith express
concerns “that it is the intention of the Government to abandon the lighthouse at Old Mission
Point” (quoted in Dougherty 1907). Another letter archived at the NARA dated February 27,
1907, received by Senator Smith from the Secretary of the Department of Commerce and Labor
states “that there is no intention of abandoning the light-house at this time” (quoted in
Secretary of the Department of Labor and Commerce 1907). MPL continued to serve the
maritime community for an additional twenty-six years.
In 1907 James Davenport becomes the fifth lighthouse keeper appointed (Johnson 2011:
37). Sarah Lane petitions the Light House Board to allow her to take possession of the chicken
coop and buggy shed that had been built and personally funded by her husband, former keeper
John Lane. James Davenport supports this request in a letter to the Light House Board stating
that the structures can be removed without damage to the property, as the structures do not
have a foundation and are simply set in the ground. The buggy shed is built as a lean-to at the
end of the barn with the shed roof end and barn forming one side of the buggy shed. A side of
the chicken coop also shares a side of the barn (Davenport, 1907). The buggy shed and chicken
coop are hand-drawn on to the Office of Engineer, Ninth Lighthouse District Survey dated
February 3, 1903. The exact date these structures were built cannot be determined, but it was
sometime during the appointment of John Lane as keeper.
There are two pieces of documentation that support the existence of a boathouse
structure, (See Fig. 39) a partial letter dated August 10, 1909 from the Department of
Commerce and Labor to the Light-House Board, requesting funds to repair the boathouse
(Department of Commerce and Labor 1909). The boathouse is northwest of the lighthouse
structure near the shoreline. The boathouse is not included in the Office of Engineer; Ninth
Lighthouse District Survey dated February 3, 1903.
William F. Green officially became the sixth lighthouse keeper on November 1, 1918 and
he held that position until he transferred back to South Fox Island Lighthouse on June 27, 1924.
Emil Conrad Johnson became the seventh and last lighthouse keeper on June 17, 1924, serving
until the closing of MPL by the US Lighthouse Service on June 30, 1933 (Wright 2006: 312).
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The only lighthouse logbook kept by a MPL keeper available at the National Archives
and Records Administration are those of Emil Johnson (partials for years 1923-1931) (NARA).
He kept meticulous daily entries of weather conditions, deliveries of supplies and maintenance
of the lighthouse dwelling and outbuildings. A few logbook entries may assist in documenting
changes in the structure of the lighthouse and any surrounding outbuildings. From a logbook
entry dated June 18, 1924, we now have evidence that the Lighthouse Tender “Hyacinth” (See
Fig. 16) delivered supplies. During this time period, entries establish the fact that a bell buoy
was delivered by the Lighthouse Tender “Sumac” (See Fig. 17) at the beginning of the
navigational season and was usually removed again by the end of November.
The Ninth District Lighthouse Depot based in St. Joseph, Michigan serviced MPL with the
tenders Sumac and Hyacinth (Elve 2011: 32). Invoice of Supplies and Services No. 10846
(Appendix D), dated April 15, 1931 and signed by Keeper Johnson accepting delivery, lists fuel
and maintenance supplies (varnish, paint, brooms, matches, wicks, lawn mower, fertilizer, paint
brushes, laundry soap). Periodically, a lighthouse inspector would arrive on the tender to see if
the lighthouse keeper was following the manual, “Instructions to Employees of the Lighthouse
Service, 1881.”

Fig. 16: US Lighthouse Tender Hyacinth (Historical Collections of the Great Lakes Bowling
Green State University 2003)
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Fig. 17: US Lighthouse Tender Sumac (Historical Collections of the Great Lakes Bowling Green
State University 2003)
On June 30, 1927, the Superintendent of Lighthouses proposes to The Superintendent of
Michigan State Parks that the state acquire one hundred and forty-two acres of hemlock forest
surrounding Mission Point and retain nine acres for the lighthouse and grounds (Johnson 2011:
44-45). Approximately three years later, a governmental questionnaire dated and signed on
April 1, 1930 by Lou H. Comfort from the Office of Superintendent of Lighthouses, states that
the usefulness of the property for its established government purpose has diminished.
Estimated appraised value of the land with improvements is approximately $21,070.00.
Buildings listed on the property are the tower and dwelling structure, barn, oil house, well
house, tool house, wood shed and privy (Comfort, 1930). Bill H.R. 9413, 71st Congress, 2nd
Session is introduced in The House of Representatives on February 1, 1931 to authorize the
Secretary of Commerce to dispose of certain lighthouse reservations in the State of Michigan.
Within a month’s time, Public Act 837 of the 71st Congress, dated March 3, 1931, the Secretary
of Commerce is authorized to dispose of MPL and for it to be held by the State of Michigan for
public park purposes.
The U.S. Lighthouse Service sets the date of June 30, 1933 for the decommissioning of
MPL after being in service for 67 years. With advances in technology, such as the erection of
crib lights with acetylene lights, rechargeable batteries and the use of gas buoys, MPL had
served its purpose as a navigational aid. New technology was more cost effective than
maintaining a lighthouse and paying the salary of a lighthouse keeper (NARA). North Manitou
Island and Beaver Island Harbor Lighthouses, also located on the western shores of Lake
Michigan, shared the same fate as MPL and became obsolete due to the advances of
technology (Wright 2006: 267-308). The use of trucks for the transportation of goods was
more economical and they replaced the use of ships on the long water route. From this date
forward, the unattended lighthouse was not maintained, nor protected from vandalism.
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Historical photographs show the shutters missing from the windows. Windows were broken,
letting in rain, wind and snow. Vandals destroyed the plastered walls, using the lath to start
fires, further destroying the wooden floors (Johnson 2011: 47). A hand carved mahogany rail
that led up to the stairs in the tower was stolen (Meyer 1988: 28). Initials were carved into the
woodwork and the well was exposed creating a dangerous hazard for children in the area. The
floors of the lighthouse were littered with walnut shells left behind from the squirrels who had
taken up residence. Upon decommissioning of MPL, oral history reports of bits of shattered
glass in the beach sand lead to a theory that the Fresnel lens may have been destroyed by being
thrown off the parapet of the lighthouse (Ostlund pers. comm. June 6, 2012). The fate of the
Fresnel lens cannot be verified. Keeper log books at the National Archives under the Records
of the U.S. Coast Guard (Record Group 26) do not have any documentation of the lens being
transferred (Davis pers. comm., January 28, 2013).

Fig. 18: Abandoned MPL 1948 (Courtesy MPL)
With the decommissioning of MPL, the Department of Commerce Lighthouse Service
proposes the following instructions to construct on a 15 ft. shoal unattended, offshore,
automated 375 mm. acetylene light. The proposed 31 ft. skeleton steel tower to be placed on
top of a circular foundation pier filled with stone at the cost of $13,000.00 (Bureau of
Lighthouses 1935). Bernard J. Gallagher enters into a contract on July 25, 1938 with the
Department of Commerce Lighthouse Service for the construction of Mission Point Light, C12a3744. The pier for the new light is approximately 1.875 miles northwest of Mission Point in 19
feet of water. The circular pier was constructed with steel piling and filled with stone and
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concrete. At the top of the unmanned 36 foot tall pyramid tower sits a 200 mm lantern. The
330 candlepower electric light was visible for 13 miles with a focal plan of 52 feet.
Rechargeable batteries power the lantern which emits a single white flash every ten seconds
(Skinner, 1938).
On January 30, 1948, forty-three residents of Old Mission Peninsula came to the rescue
of MPL and collected $1,935.00 during a subscription drive to purchase the lighthouse
(Appendix E). A purchase contract was signed between Peninsula Township and the U.S.
government to obtain the 5.38 acres of land, the lighthouse and outbuildings to be preserved as
a public park at the cost of $1,001.00 (The Record Eagle, 1948). Necessary repairs to make the
lighthouse habitable were completed by local residents. A series of caretakers hired by
Peninsula Township continued to work on restoration of the property (Johnson 2011: 48).
Caretaker Edward Andrus made a significant contribution to restoring it to its present state,
including building a replica of a Wells Fargo coach (See Fig. 19) to give rides to visitors on the
trails of the park grounds. This trail was forged by the Indians as they traveled many years ago
between Old Mission and the new mission (Meyer 1988: 28). The skeletal steel tower was also
removed from the crib and replaced by a solar powered acrylic optic cylindrical D-9 type tower
during this time period (Pepper 2003) (See Fig. 20).

Fig. 19: Wells Fargo Coach (Unknown Date) (Meyer 1988: 28)
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Fig. 20: Mission Point Crib Light (Geoview.info 2010)
MPL was added to the Michigan Register for Historic Sites in 1992, making this site
eligible to apply for grant monies to further restore the building and grounds. Rehabilitation
can now be funded with the assistance of a matching grant-in-aid from the Michigan Lighthouse
Assistance Program. This grant was awarded and administered by the Michigan Department of
History, Arts and Libraries, Michigan Historical Center, State Historic Preservation Office.
Additional public funds for preservation and restoration are also available from the purchase of
lighthouse license plates through the Michigan Secretary of State Office (State of Michigan
2003).
A Lighthouse Keeper program was instituted in July 2008 making it possible for people
to tour the inside, including the tower; a portion of the first floor and the second floor are
home to a museum and gift shop. Keepers are also expected to perform routine ground
maintenance, light housekeeping and some maintenance projects (painting, repairs, etc.), to
maintain visitation records and to help with inventorying and similar gift shop duties (Mission
Point Lighthouse 2012). The light tower, catwalk surrounding the lighthouse and lantern room
were restored and repaired in 2009. (Sonja Richards, MPL Manager, pers. comm. November 13,
2013).
MPL became one of eight historic lighthouses in 2010 to receive aid from “Save Our
Lights” License Plate Fund. Peninsula Township was awarded $26,666 to hire a consultant to
prepare a historic structures report to help guide future rehabilitation and maintenance of MPL
(Keenon 2010). As of 2011, the U.S. Coast Guard has loaned a Fresnel lens to MPL museum
(Mission Point Lighthouse 2013). Currently, a volunteer group “Friends of the Lighthouse”
continues to assist and expand museum displays and plan an education center. Local residents
are also donating artifacts to the lighthouse museum held in their private collections.
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Over the course of 63 years, seven lighthouse keepers served MPL (See Table 2).
Table 2: Lighthouse Keepers Serving Mission Point Lighthouse
NAME OF KEEPER

Jerome M. Pratt Sr.
John M. McHarry
John W. Lane
Sarah Lane
James Davenport
William F. Green
Emil C. Johnson

DATE OF SERVICE

September 10, 1870 – January 30, 1877*
January 30, 1877 – August 15, 1881*
August 16, 1881 – December 12, 1906*
December 19, 1906 – January 30, 1907*
1907 – 1919**
November 1, 1918 – June 27, 1924**
June 27, 1924 – June 30, 1933**

*Record Group 26, Records of the US Coast Guard, Lighthouse Services, Registers of Keepers
and Assistant Keepers of Lighthouses (Killillay pers. comm., 13 Sep. 2012)
** (Wright 2006: 312)
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MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE SITE DESCRIPTION:
The lighthouse grounds will be first described. The existing structures that will be
investigated are the lighthouse tower/dwelling, the well house, the storage building (aka the
utility building/woodshed/concession stand/education center), the oil house and garage.
Structures that no longer remain on the site will also be covered; these are the boathouse, the
buggy shed, chicken coop, privy, barn, tool house and summer house. The following structure
descriptions and their changes over the years are based on personal observation, a site survey,
historical documents and archived and historical photographs (many photographs are undated).
Grounds Description:
MPL is enclosed by a wood fence constructed of vertical boards. Within the fenced area
are the lighthouse, oil house, well house and a storage building (aka utility building/wood
shed/concession stand/education center); outside of the fenced area lies the garage. Three
latched gates give access to the site. Keepers can access the area through the trellis covered
gate. Concrete sidewalks are provided for pedestrian use; crushed gravel and wood timber
steps provide a walkway from the storage building to the south entry of the keeper’s dwelling.
An additional walkway constructed of circular slices of wood is to the east. Visitors access the
lighthouse by a wooden boardwalk on the northwest corner of the site; a wooden stairway
constructed on the dune is used to access the shoreline. Northeast of the lighthouse is a small
picnic area with a stone fire pit and flower beds surrounded by rocks or rocks and timber
(Appendix F). The style of fencing has changed over the life of the lighthouse (See Figs. 21, 22
and 23).

Fig. 21: Horizontal Wooden Ranch Rail Fencing c. 1883 (NARA)

Fig. 22: Wood Framed and Wire Fencing c. 1915 (Michigan State Archives)
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Fig. 23: Vertical Tight Board Wood Fencing (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Lighthouse Tower/Dwelling:
Original architectural plans stored in the Department of Commerce building in the
1920’s were destroyed in a fire (Davis pers. comm., January 28, 2013). The style of MPL
resembles the simple design of a wooden schoolhouse or church-style lighthouse with an
integrated tower built into the keeper’s dwelling. This design was frequently used for harbor
lights on the Great Lakes (Michigan Lighthouse Conservancy 2012). Fig. 14 is one of very few
photographs in existence of the north side of the lighthouse and it illustrates little or no change
to the current structure of a window in the tower, a window on the second floor, a window on
each side of the gabled roof entrance/exit door.
Architectural plans called for the rectangular, one-and one-half storey, timber-framed
dwelling to have a short wooden tower integrated on the north side (lakeward) of the house’s
gabled roof. Six rooms were on the ground floor and a supply room and bedroom were on the
second floor (Meyer 1988: 27). Exterior walls are covered with horizontal wood siding
approximately four inches wide and painted white and trimmed in black. The square tower
stands approximately 36 feet tall, from the top of the ventilator ball to the foundation, capped
with a decagonal (ten-sided) cast iron lantern. The structure is erected on a sandbank with the
height of the light approximately 18 feet above sea level, creating a lens focal plane of 47 feet
(NARA). Characteristic of the light is fixed white, visible from a distance of 13-1/4 miles (Office
of the Light-House Board 1886).
The original six-pane windows were replaced by vinyl windows. The date of the window
replacement can only be assumed to be sometime after 1948 when Peninsula Township took
over ownership of MPL. Archived photos c. 1883/1890s Fig. 24, 1905 Fig. 27 and c.1915 Figs.
25-26, document wood panel-style shutters on all windows. A logical assumption can be made
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that shutters were on the original architectural plans from 1870. Window shutters are nonexistent on historical photos as early as 1930, but the recorded date of these photographs may
be inaccurate. It is more probable that the shutters were removed by vandals as early as the
later part of 1933 when the lighthouse was decommissioned.

Fig. 24: MPL South View c. 1883/1890’s – Summer House (west), Lighthouse Tower/Dwelling,
Well House (south), Privy (west of barn), Barn (southeast), Fence (NARA)
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Fig. 25: MPL South View-A, c. 1915 – Lighthouse Tower/Dwelling, Well House, Privy
(relocated further west of barn), Barn, Storage Building (aka utility
building/woodshed/concession stand/education center), Fence (Michigan State Archives)

Fig: 26: MPL South View-B, c. 1915 – Lighthouse Tower/Dwelling, Well House, Privy, Storage
Building (aka utility building/woodshed/concession stand/education center), Fence (Michigan
State Archives)
A single storey structure is attached to the rear of the lighthouse with a stone masonry
foundation; exterior walls are covered with vertical wood siding (See Figs. 24, 25, 26 and 27). A
wooden deck and railing were added to the south side of the single storey structure most likely
sometime after 1948 when repairs were made by various caretakers. The original rear single
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storey structure changed from one six paneled/shuttered window on the rear of the building c.
1883 to an entry/exit door with two concrete steps and a six paneled/shuttered window on
either side c. 1905. A side entry/exit door on the west side may or may not have been part of
the original architectural plan (no supportive documents or photos of the west view available
before 1905) (Fig 27). The earliest dated photograph available, which shows the addition of a
deck and railing on the rear of the building, is dated 1960 (Fig. 33). Therefore the deck and
railing were added to the structure sometime between 1955 (Fig. 30) and 1960 (Fig. 33).

Fig. 27: MPL 1905 – (Courtesy Peninsula Township Public Library)
This entrance, with one concrete step up and a concrete landing may have been used as
a mud room or a storm entry. Still in existence during the summer of 1937 (Fig. 28), it was
replaced at some point with a stand-alone entrance door without a storm entry by 1960 (Fig.
26). The stand-alone entrance door has been replaced by a six-pane window. The date this
renovation was made cannot be established.
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Fig. 28: West Entry (Mud Room/Storm Entry) c. 1937 (Department of Commerce
Lighthouse Service)

The chimney is constructed with mortar and brick, bevel cut at the base. The original
chimney cap is constructed from mortar and brick in an arched design (See Fig. 29). This cap
can be seen in many historical and archived photographs through to c. 1930. When it was
replaced with a modern metal chimney vent cannot be determined (See Figs. 30 and 31).

Fig. 29: Original Arched Chimney Cap c. 1883 (NARA)
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Fig. 30: Chimney without Arched Cap or Current Vent, Recorded 1955 (Michigan Archives)

Fig. 31: Current Chimney Cap (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
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Well House:
This structure remains in existence south of the lighthouse and measures approximately
4’-11” x 5’-10”. The well house has a concrete sidewalk on the north and west side. This is a
brick and mortar structure painted white, with a wood framed gabled roof, wooden rafters and
wooden shingles. The interior brick walls are plastered, and show signs of water staining. A
three paneled wooden entrance door is located on the north side of the structure, which is
inoperable. Wooden elements of the well house show a considerable amount of damage (rot
and mildew) caused by years of exposure to the elements and neglect (See Fig. 32).

Fig. 32: Northeast View of Well House (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
Storage Building (aka Utility Building/Woodshed/Concession Stand/Education Center):
The location, purpose and name of this building have changed over its lifetime (See Fig.
34). Originally built as a woodshed in 1894, it was located on the east side of the single storey
building that is attached to the rear of the lighthouse tower/dwelling. Approximate dimensions
of this structure are 20’-5” long x 12’-5” wide; a simple wood framed building with vertical
wood siding painted white and a gabled roof. The structure is built directly on the ground.
Currently, the roof is asphalt shingled; historical and archived photos suggest the original roof
may have been cedar shingles. A wooden entrance/exit door and window are located on the
south side of the building. Without definitive photo evidence, the date this structure was
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moved to the southeast side of the lighthouse tower/dwelling is unknown. An archived photo
dated 1955 (See Fig. 30) still shows it on the southeast side of the lighthouse; therefore the
woodshed was relocated (See Fig. 33) sometime between 1955 and the 1960’s.

Fig. 33: Postcard of MPL c.1960’s (Peninsula Township Library)
During the 1950’s, due to the lighthouse becoming a popular tourist attraction, the
woodshed became a concession stand selling refreshments to the visitors (Ostlund pers. comm.
June 6, 2012). Presently, this structure is located next to the south fence line, west of the
garage and is in a reversed position (See Fig 34); the window and exit door previously located
on the south side of the building are now facing north with an additional window installed on
the west side. Having been used as a storage building up until 2012, it is now under
renovations to become an educational center for elementary school students.

Fig. 34: North Facing View – Storage Shed/Utility Building/Woodshed/Concession
Stand/Education Center (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
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Oil House:
Originally outside of the fence line until 1901, the structure is now located just inside
the southeast fence line of the lighthouse grounds (See Fig. 35). This common brick and mortar
structure with wooden rafters that form a hip roof and a concrete floor have the approximate
dimensions of 9’ long x 7’ wide. The metal entrance/exit door is located on the north side of
the building, with a stone lintel. The ridged roof is constructed from flat seamed metal roof
panels with a stone cornice. In comparing historical and archived images, the ventilator cap is
missing from the ventilator pipe (See Fig. 36).

Fig. 35: North Facing View – Oil House (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
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Fig. 36: Oil House c. 1914 (Ninth Naval District Chicago, IL)
Garage:
Used for maintenance projects and storage by Peninsula Township. The garage is
approximately 36’-7” long x 20’-7”wide and lies outside of the fenced lighthouse grounds on
the southeast corner (See Figs. 37 and 38). This is a single-storey wood framed structure with
an asphalt shingled gabled roof and concrete floor. Two windows are on the north wall and
two windows are on the east and south walls. A metal overhead garage door is located on the
south wall; an entrance/exit door is located on the west wall. Supporting documentation was
not available to determine when the garage was constructed.

Fig. 37: Northwest View of Garage (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
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Fig. 38: South View of Garage (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
Structures that No Longer Remain on the Site
Boathouse:
What photographs exist of the boathouse show it to be a simple wood frame building
that was built directly on the sandy beach without a foundation. Boats could be retrieved or
launched into Lake Michigan. Keeled boats would be held upright by use of the wooden
wedges found alongside the rollers (Cundy pers. comm. July 17, 2014). The north side of the
boathouse has a double-hung door secured by a board latch. The boathouse is not on the 1903
survey diagram as the survey ends 80 feet from the shoreline, but repairs were made on the
structure in 1909. When the boathouse was removed from the grounds is not known; but it
was on the premises until at least c. 1920 as documented by this archived photograph (See Fig.
39).
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Fig. 39: MPL Boathouse c. 1920’s (US Coast Guard Historian’s Office)
Buggy Shed:
It can be assumed this structure was a simple wood frame building, as it was dismantled
and moved at the request of Sarah Lane in 1907. This structure did not have a foundation;
there are no remains. Dimensions for this structure were not available and are not drawn to
scale on the 1903 survey. The buggy shed was built as a lean-to on the east side of the barn
(Appendix G).

Chicken Coop:
It can be assumed this structure was a simple wood frame building as it was also
dismantled and moved at the request of Sarah Lane in 1907. This structure did not have a
foundation; there are no remains. Dimensions for this structure were not available and are not
drawn to scale on the 1093 survey. The south side of the chicken coop also shared part of a wall
of the north side of the barn (Appendix G).
Privy:
Nothing remains of this structure. This structure is documented on the 1903 survey
(Appendix G), in several photographs and is mentioned in a governmental questionnaire dated
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April 1, 1930 as still being on the grounds (Appendix H). One photograph c. 1890’s/1883 depicts
the privy to be a simple wooden framed building with wooden boards running horizontally and
a gabled roof similar to the well house (See Fig. 24). The entrance is on the south side. A
photograph dated 1915 (See Fig. 25) shows the privy relocated further northwest of the barn
with the addition of a stove-pipe vent. The entrance door is now located on the north side of
the structure. It is common practice to relocate the privy as needed for sanitary purposes,
always a suitable distance away from the freshwater well. Dimensions according to the 1903
survey would be approximately 5’ x 5’. No further information is available as to when the privy
was permanently removed from the grounds.
Barn:
No information is available as to when the barn was removed from the grounds; it was
still in existence April 1930 according a governmental questionnaire (Appendix H). Located
behind the lighthouse on the east side, there are no remnants left of this structure.
Photographs (See Figs. 24 and 25) depict the barn as a simple wood frame building with
wooden boards running vertically and a gabled wooden roof. Photographic evidence (See Fig.
24) appears to show the entrance to the barn was on the south side of the structure.
Dimensions according to the 1903 survey (Appendix G) would be approximately 31’ long x 18’
wide.
Tool House:
In existence in April 1930 according to a governmental questionnaire (Appendix H), the
tool house was located adjacent to the northwest corner of the barn. Dimensions on the 1903
survey (Appendix G) depict this structure to be approximately 11’ long x 6’ wide.
Summer House:
Photographs of this structure (See Fig. 24) show it to be very similar in construction to
the privy; a simple wooden framed building with wooden boards running horizontally and a
gabled roof. Dimensions on the 1903 survey (Appendix G) depict this structure to be
approximately 5’ long x 5’ wide. With the use of a magnifying loupe lens on the photograph, a
large container can be seen on a shelf inside the summer house. This building may have been
used as a summer kitchen or perhaps for oil storage before the erection of the oil house in
1898. Located to the west of the well house, an entrance door is located on the east side of the
building. This structure is not mentioned in the April 1930 governmental questionnaire as
being in existence, but local resident Cal Jamieson remembers using the summer house as a
young man for camping (Jamieson, pers. comm. Sept 5, 2013). Based on his account, this
building was still on the lighthouse grounds during the 1940s.
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SISTER LIGHTHOUSES OF MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE
With the loss of architectural plans for MPL, at the suggestion of Chris Killillay, NARA,
the following descriptions and photos of Michigan lighthouses of similar architectural design
are included in this report. Lighthouse construction had become standardized in order to save
money and plans were reused (Killillay, pers. comm. Sept. 13, 2013). The school house/church
design was considered a simple design, cost effective and frequently used on the Great Lakes
(Michigan Lighthouse Conservancy 2012).
Mama Juda Lighthouse of 1866 (See Fig. 40) (located between Hennepin Point at the
North End of Grosse Ile on the Detroit River) Manistee Lighthouse -1872 (See Fig. 41),
Cheboygan Main Light -1851 (See Fig. 42) and the Muskegon Harbor Lighthouse -1871 (See Fig.
43) are considered sister lights when it comes to comparing architecture of the school
house/church design (Lighthouse Digest 2000).

Fig. 40: Mama Juda Lighthouse of 1866 (Great Lakes Lighthouse Keepers Assoc. 2014)
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Fig. 41: Manistee Lighthouse - 1872 (Harrison 2009: 57)
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Fig. 42: Cheboygan Main Lighthouse - 1851 (O’Connell 2013: 32)

Fig. 43: Muskegon Harbor Lighthouse - 1871 (Harrison 2009: 65)
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By analyzing historical photographs of the sister lighthouses, some differences and
similarities in their architecture can be determined. Photos of all views of the structures were
not available for comparison. Mama Juda Lighthouse, MPL and the Muskegon Harbor
Lighthouses are 1-1/2 storeys, while the Cheboygan Main Lighthouse and Manistee Lighthouse
appear to be 2-storey structures. All of the five lighthouses compared were rectangular,
timber framed dwellings with a short square wooden tower integrated into the house’s gabled
roof; all had exterior walls covered with horizontal wood siding and a covered storm entry on
the front of the structure. The height and position of the tower would be modified for each
lighthouse. Photographs of the towers for MPL, Muskegon Harbor Lighthouse, Manistee
Lighthouse and Mama Juda show they all have a window placed in the tower. I find it unusual
that the Cheboygan Main Lighthouse is without a window in the tower, as they provide daylight
onto the stairs. MPL and Muskegon Harbor Lighthouse appear to have the same window
placement on the structure, three in the front of the building and two on each side. All five
lighthouses appear to have a cast iron lantern topped with a ventilator ball. Because of the
photographic views available for comparison, it is difficult to determine if the cast iron lanterns
are decagonal or octagonal. Decorative woodwork under the parapet on MPL, Muskegon
Harbor Lighthouse and Mama Juda appear to be identical. Muskegon Harbor Lighthouse, MPL
and Manistee Lighthouse all have shuttered windows. One may assume that the shadows
around the windows on the photo of Mama Juda indicate that shutters may have been present
at one time and had been removed. Historical Photos show that both Mama Juda and MPL had
a single storey structure attached to the rear of the building.
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Permission was granted to the Nautical Archaeology Society survey team by Peninsula
Township Park Commission to perform a structural survey of MPL. Existing structures and the
grounds of MPL were photographed to be used for comparison to archived and historical
photographs to document changes to MPL over its existence (See Figs. 44-50 and 52). Notes
were gathered regarding construction materials of the structures. An assessment survey and a
site plan sketch were created (Appendix I).
Survey Results:
Current Photographic record, 2012/2013.

Fig. 44: North Facing MPL (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
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Fig. 45: Northwest View, MPL (Cundy, Ian) 2012

Fig. 46: Southwest View, MPL (Cundy, Ian) 2012

Fig. 47: East View-A, MPL (Cundy, Ian) 2012
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Fig. 48: East View-B, MPL (Cundy, Ian) 2012

Fig. 49: MPL Lantern Room – Tower- Ventilator Ball – Parapet (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Fig. 50: Aerial Site Photo, (Google Earth) 2012
The survey began May 19, 2013, the weather temperature was in the low 70’s with calm
winds and excellent visibility. Insect repellant was available to survey team members as the
survey began early in the evening; a brief safety orientation was held. The Total Station was set
up a few feet inside the fenced enclosure, west of the lighthouse tower/dwelling. An aluminum
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nail was hammered into the ground just below ground level under the Total Station (Control
Point One).

Fig. 51: Nancy Jaroh Operating the Total Station (Williams, C.) 2013

Fig. 52: Trellis – West Gate Entrance (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
The primary control point was set with a north orientation using a laser on the center of
the top dimple depression (screw hole) located on the trellis which covers the west gated
entrance to the lighthouse (See Figs. 52-54).
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Fig. 53: Park Commissioner, Anne Griffiths- Primary Control Point (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Primary
Control Point

Fig. 54: Dimple Depression on Trellis Primary Control Point (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
The goal was to accurately position fix the lighthouse tower/dwelling, fences, gates, and
the surrounding outbuildings of the well house, oil house, garage and storage utility
building/wood shed/concession stand. Hand measurements were taken with a meter
measuring tape when line of sight was obstructed (See Fig. 55).

Fig. 55: Recording of Hand Measurements (Williams, C.) 2013
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Thirty-two points were established on the lighthouse grounds (See Fig. 51) before
moving the Total Station to the beach (See Fig. 56) to establish baseline diagnostic
measurements for the geomorphological survey of the shoreline and sandbars. Control point
two on the shoreline survey (Point 33) is a steel fence post just below the sand dune in front of
the lighthouse. From there, we shot back to the beach control point two and to the original
control point one (See Fig. 57). With nightfall approaching inviting the mosquitoes and a
stabilization problem with one of the legs of the Total Station, a decision was made to complete
the survey at a later date.

Fig. 56: Control Point 2 Shoreline and Sandbar Survey, May 19, 2013 (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
The survey team returned to the site August 6, 2013. Weather temperatures at
approximately noon were in the mid-80s with the wind. As a precautionary measure, sun
screen and insect repellant was made available to survey team members; a brief safety
orientation was held. The Total Station was again set-up on Control Point 2. Team members
walked along the shoreline and the sandbars with the prism; a total of 61 points outlining the
edge of the water line were documented in a four hour session. Several survey points were
photographed (See Fig. 58). The final survey point, 94, was on the water level (Appendix L). A
difficulty encountered surveying the sandbar was finding a good line of site; which at times was
obstructed by scrub vegetation. Team members communicated using a two-way radio when
necessary.
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Fig. 57: Control Point 2 Shot Back to Control Point 1, August 6, 2013 (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Fig. 58: MPL Shoreline Survey Point 35 (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
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Fig. 59: Postcard Dated 1990 Higher Water Levels (Peninsula Township Library)

Fig. 60: Lower Water Levels (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
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Fig. 61: Sandbars North of Mission Point Lighthouse on Old Mission Peninsula, Grand Traverse
Bay (Google 2012)
These two sandbars (See Fig. 61) are composed of sand, small pebbles, boulders and silt.
Long and narrow, the sandbar northwest of MPL extends approximately 5,625 feet into Lake
Michigan, while the sandbar northeast of MPL extends approximately 4,688 feet. The current
and wave action deposits sediment which results in extreme shoaling of the water. As in this
case, formation of harbor bars is a dangerous obstacle to shipping vessels, especially in
unfavorable weather conditions.
The results of the MPL survey and the MPL shoreline sandbar survey can be seen in
Appendix J and Appendix K respectively. The difference in historic water levels can be seen by
comparing Figs. 59 and 60.
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ARTIFACTS RELATED TO MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE
The rocking chair (See Fig. 62) used by lighthouse keeper Sarah Lane is currently
displayed at the MPL museum. The rocking chair had remained in the family and was donated
to be displayed at the Dougherty House Museum upon its completion (Ladder back w/green
needlepoint seat).

Fig. 62: Lighthouse Keeper Sarah Lane’s Rocking Chair c. 1800’s (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
A white ironstone bowl and pitcher (See Fig. 63) used by Lighthouse Keeper Sarah Lane
was obtained from the Rushmore Home (previously the home of Reverend Peter Dougherty).
Formerly on display in the Hessler Cabin, this artifact is currently on display at the MPL Sarah
Lane Exhibit.

Fig. 63: Sarah Lane’s Bowl and Pitcher c. 1860 (OMPHS) 2008
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Personal hymn book entitled “Laudes Domini” signed by Lighthouse Keeper Sarah Lane
(See Fig. 64) is currently on display at the MPL Sarah Lane Exhibit.

Fig. 64: Hymn Book “Laudes Domini” c. 1888 (Jaroh, Nancy) 2014
A plain white soup tureen (See Fig. 65) manufactured by Homer Laughlin, used at the
lighthouse in the late 1800’s by the Lane lighthouse keeper family is currently on display at the
Hessler cabin.

Fig. 65: Homer Laughlin White Soup Tureen c.1800’s (OMPHS) 2008
There are three standard issued “Light House Establishment” lighthouse keeper buttons
from the uniform of Captain John Lane; (See Fig. 66) the third keeper to serve at MPL. These
buttons will be incorporated into the Sarah Lane exhibit at MPL. The existence of this artifact
became known to me from the general manager of the Grand Traverse Lighthouse, Stef Staley,
after my personal search for artifacts associated with this Part IV project. The buttons had been
donated from the estate of the Rushmore Home (previously the home of Reverend Peter
Dougherty). After an extensive search in the Peninsula Township town hall basement and a
storage building “Big Jon”, the buttons were found abandoned in a small box in a desk drawer
at the storage building.
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Fig. 66: Lighthouse Keeper John Lane’s Uniform Buttons (Jaroh, Nancy) 2014
Local resident Rise Rasch has donated to MPL a table made of salvaged planks from the
shipwreck Metropolis (See Fig. 67). A fashion trend in the 1960’s was to manufacture furniture
from timbers, anchors and fixtures from salvaged shipwrecks. Michigan Law, Part 761,
Aboriginal Records and Antiquities, 1994 PA 451 now protects these underwater cultural
resources from removal, alteration or destruction of shipwrecks and associated artifacts.
Please note, that at the time the Metropolis was salvaged, it was perfectly legal to have these
artifacts in your possession. Several local residents own furniture made from the Metropolis.

Fig. 67: Table made from Salvaged Planks – Metropolis (Griffiths, Anne) 2014
After a request was made to local residents to procure artifacts related to MPL, local
resident Rob Manigold donated a chock from the shipwreck Metropolis (See Fig. 68). As a
young boy, approximately 50 years ago, Rob found this artifact on the shoreline of Old Mission
Harbor. This heavy metal casting has two short horn-shaped arms that curve inward between
which ropes or a heavy cable may pass. Used for mooring or towing, this chock weighs
approximately 37 pounds and is approximately 16-1/2” long x 4-1/2” wide. This artifact is
displayed at MPL and will be incorporated into the educational program for children and
Metropolis exhibit.
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Fig. 68: Chock from the shipwreck Metropolis (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
Two planks from the Metropolis were donated to the educational center and Metropolis
exhibit at MPL by local resident Patti Rudolph. These planks are believed to be part of a
centerboard, a retractable keel which pivots out of a slot in the hull known as a centerboard
trunk (See Fig. 69) illustrated by Samuel Manning. “Evidence regarding these two planks from
the Metropolis indicates both horizontal and vertical pinning, making it unique and consistent
with how planks would be fastened when constructing the centerboard trunk” (Richardson,
pers. comm. August 2, 2013).

Fig. 69: Centerboard Trunk (Manning 1996)
Plank 1 (See Figs. 70 and 71) is approximately 6’-5-1/2” long x 5” wide, with a depth of
1-1/2”. Plank 2 (See Figs. 72 and 73) measures approximately 7’ long x 6” wide, with a depth of
2” and has tapered ends.
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Fig. 70: Metropolis Plank 1a (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Fig. 71: Metropolis Plank 1b (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013

Fig. 72: Metropolis Plank 2a Curved Ends (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
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Fig. 73: Metropolis Plank 2b Curved Ends (Jaroh, Nancy) 2013
An interesting artifact privately held by local residents Nikki and Steve Sobkowski is a
galley table constructed of maple wood that was restored from a wreck at Mission Point by
Jerome Pratt (See Fig. 74). Jerome Pratt served as the first lighthouse keeper at MPL from
September 1870 until January 30, 1877. According to an interview dated November 23, 1971 of
Molly Levin (Sobkowski), a table and a chair were restored from a shipwreck (Meyer 2000: 111).
The name and date of the shipwreck are unknown. The whereabouts of the chair are unknown
at this time. A few entries of Jerome Pratt’s lighthouse logbook are in existence, but nothing to
reference this incident. Logbooks that were stored in Cleveland, Ohio with the U.S. Coast
Guard were lost in a fire there during the 1970’s (Staley, pers. comm. Jan. 12, 2013).

.

Fig. 74: Restored Shipwreck Galley Table, Jerome Pratt (Jaroh, Nancy) 2014
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Recently acquired by OMPHS are these unidentified shipwreck artifacts (See Figs. 7578). Donated by Connie and Donald Sargent, the artifacts are from either the Metropolis or the
A.J. Rogers. These artifacts are currently being identified and conserved and will be on exhibit
at MPL.

Fig. 75: Unidentified Shipwreck Artifacts - A

Fig. 76: Unidentified Shipwreck Artifacts - B
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Fig. 77: Unidentified Shipwreck Artifacts – C

Fig. 78: Unidentified Shipwreck Artifacts – D
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ARTIFACTS UNRELATED TO MISSION POINT LIGHTHOUSE

Fig. 79: Two Buoys on MPL Grounds Not True Artifacts (Jaroh, Nancy) 2012
These two buoys on display in the MPL grounds (See Fig. 79) are not true artifacts of
MPL. Local resident Bret Richards (whose wife was a former manager of MPL) was on the
lighthouse grounds when a passerby thought they would be a nice addition to the grounds
(Bret Richards, pers. comm. Sept. 5, 2013).
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DISCUSSION
August 6, 2013 was the first time the sandbar and shoreline in front of the lighthouse
had been surveyed, and a baseline has now been created for any future monitoring survey of
the fluctuating water level. The best time of year to survey the shoreline and sandbars would
be early spring after the winter’s thaw, in order to record the most accurate water levels and
geomorphological features. Not only would weather temperatures in the spring be more
suitable for the comfort of the survey team, but the mosquito population would not have been
out in full force as they were in the month of August. Foliage on the trees and scrub vegetation
would have been less of a hindrance for operating the Total Station during the spring season.
Coordinating the most opportune time with the availability of survey team members is always
an obstacle to conquer. I would also recommend checking out the line-of-sight between
Control Point 1 and Control Point 2 before permanently setting up the Total Station to possibly
avoid any line of sight obstruction from vegetation. Bright colored clothing should be worn by
team members to assist in locating the prism holder.
The analyzing of historical documents made it possible to create a time line from the
appropriation of funds in 1859 to the present day, documenting when the various MPL
structures were constructed. Historical and archived photos, historical documents and
personal interviews with local residents made it possible to document some of the structural
changes, construction materials, and physical descriptions of the lighthouse tower/dwelling,
storage building (aka utility building/woodshed/concession stand/educational center) garage,
privy, well house, barn, toolshed, buggy shed, chicken coop and summer house. A problem
encountered during this process was not having an abundance of archived and historical photos
throughout the years of MPL’s early existence. Unfortunately, many archived documents
stored in the Department of Commerce building in the 1920’s were either destroyed or severely
damaged. Applying the techniques of absolute and relative dating were further hindered by
having more than one date for the same archived photo from the exact same resource. Some
historical photos are also misdated. Shutters on the windows of MPL are in existence on an
archived photo dated 1883. They are non-existent in photos as early as a photo dated 1930, yet
a postcard dated 1950 shows the lighthouse with shutters. A photo dated c.1955 shows the
lighthouse without shutters as it is today. With the goal to restore the lighthouse, it seems
unlikely that the shutters were added to the windows c.1950 and then removed c.1955. It is
quite likely that the postcard (Fig. 80) is an artist’s rendering of how the lighthouse once looked
in all its’ glory. After further investigation of the postcard’s photographer, Orson Peck, it has
been documented several times (Find A Grave 2006) that his postcards were made of
composite photos to make the subject matter appear other than what they actual were.
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Fig. 80: MPL Postcard Dated 1950 Photographer Orson Peck – Photo altered
MPL has been referred to as Old Mission Lighthouse and Mission Point Lighthouse,
making it necessary to perform a search under both names for historical and archived
documents and photographs.
Information entered in keeper logbooks varies generally noting daily expenditures of oil,
wicks and weather conditions. The decision to enter daily information was left to the individual
keeper. The Lighthouse Bureau ordered keepers to record and report the passing of vessels
annually on June 30th; sometimes the name of the keeper is not listed on the report, making it
difficult to do thorough and accurate research or to use keeper logbooks as a resource.
Information from keeper logbooks is cataloged at the NARA chronologically and not by the
name of the lighthouse, making the research for documents even more difficult.
Some residents in possession of maritime artifacts, in particular from the shipwreck
Metropolis, were hesitant to make public their ownership of an artifact. “Both state and
federal law obligates the State of Michigan to manage the submerged cultural resources lying
on the bottomlands of the Great Lakes for the optimal benefit of all citizens of the state.” “Part
761 and the Federal Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987 provide necessary and sufficient
statutory authority. Part 761 prohibits the removal, alteration and destruction of abandoned
property which is in, or under, or over the bottomlands of the Great Lakes including those
within a Great Lakes underwater preserve without a permit issued by representatives of the
Department of Environmental Quality and the Department of History, Arts and Libraries (HAL).
Each permit may contain appropriate conditions. Engaging in activities prohibited under Part
761 are crimes” (State of Michigan 2014). As local residents who are in possession of artifacts
that were salvaged well before the enactment of this law will not be prosecuted, they can
hopefully be encouraged to donate their artifacts for display at MPL.
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CONCLUSIONS
MPL was constructed in 1870 using a standardized building plan. Construction materials
and supplies arrived in Grand Traverse Bay on the US Lighthouse Tender Warrington. The 5th
Order Fresnel lens was lit for the first time on September 10, 1870. Jerome Pratt who later
became the first lighthouse keeper of MPL assisted in the construction of MPL.
The original structures that still exist are the lighthouse tower/dwelling, the well house,
the storage building (aka the utility building/woodshed/concession stand/education center)
and the oil house. MPL was erected on a sandbank, a rectangular timber-framed dwelling
consisting of six rooms on the ground floor and two rooms on the second floor, with a wooden
tower integrated into the gabled roof. The well house is a brick and mortar structure with
wooden rafters, shingles, and gabled roof. The woodshed is a single storey simple wood
framed building without a foundation that was attached to the rear of the lighthouse
tower/dwelling on the east side. The oil house is a common brick and mortar structure with a
metal entrance door and metal roof topped with a ventilator cap.
The structure and grounds of MPL has changed over its lifetime. The boathouse, buggy
shed, chicken coop, privy, barn, tool house and summer house no longer exist. A modern
garage was added to the property site by Peninsula Township. The style of grounds fencing has
changed at least three times. The original windows in the dwelling have been replaced by vinyl
windows and the shutters have been removed. The original arched chimney cap has been
replaced with a modern style metal vent. A wooden deck and railing have been added to the
single storey structure that is attached to the rear of the lighthouse dwelling. Two windows
and an entry/exit door have been added to the single storey structure of the lighthouse
dwelling, replacing the original one window and a side entry/exit door on the west side is no
longer in existence. The storage building (aka the utility building/woodshed/concession
stand/education center) has been moved from its original location on the east side of this single
storey building to the southeast side of the lighthouse dwelling.
MPL made possible the expansion of shipping and passenger transport in the Grand
Traverse region by being a valuable navigational aid to the maritime community. MPL could
now warn mariners of the two miles of shoals extending from the tip of Old Mission Peninsula
into Grand Traverse Bay. Archived correspondence states MPL was responsible for serving six
ports in the area, constantly increasing the shipping abilities and growth of Elk Rapids Iron
Company and the Elk Cement and Lime Company.
More insight has been gained regarding the controversial question of whether or not
MPL was constructed as a result of a large shipwreck off Mission Point reef or simply as a
navigational aid. The first documented shipwreck was that of the schooner Energy in 1854.
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Recommendations made by Colonel Graham to construct a lighthouse simply states in The
Annual Report for 1863, the Lighthouse Board 1863, vessels involved in extensive trade in the
two arms of the bay should be aided in reaching the excellent harbors” (Appendix N). The
Annual Report for 1868, the Lighthouse Board 1868 (Appendix M) states “Mission Point – The
point dividing Grand Traverse Bay. An appropriation of $6,000.00 approved March 3, 1859 is
available for building a lighthouse upon this point. The necessity for the construction of the
lighthouse never having been at all urgent, the money has not been expended. Further
examination into the matter will be made, and if it does not appear that the station is required
the appropriation will be transferred to the surplus fund.” There is nothing mentioned in either
report referencing the shipwreck Energy. The schooner Kate Richmond ran hard aground off
Old Mission Point with a cargo of wheat and was badly damaged during the winter storm of
November 11, 1869. The evaluation though made by the Lighthouse Board was made one year
before the wreck of the schooner Kate Richmond; perhaps this maritime mishap called for a reevaluation of the situation and that the Kate Richmond was the impetus to construct MPL.
Numerous local history books, a local newspaper article and local folklore report a large
unnamed ship wrecked at Mission Point. An article in the Grand Traverse Herald, dated
December 2, 1869, reports that the schooner Kate Richmond would not have been wrecked had
there been a lighthouse. Evidence points to the schooner Kate Richmond as most likely being
the unnamed shipwreck in local history books and possibly being the catalyst for the
construction of MPL. Monies were appropriated in 1859, the schooner wrecked in 1869 and
the lighthouse was built in 1870. Local congressmen and the maritime community also applied
pressure to the federal government for the construction of a lighthouse. The efforts of citizens
and a petition signed by local lumber baron Perry Hannah and former lighthouse keeper at
Skillagalee Light Station, Jerome Pratt, also may have played a part in swaying the decision of
the federal government to get on with the project, rather than transferring the appropriated
monies to the surplus fund.
Before the existence of MPL, three shipwrecks/mishaps are documented – the
schooners Kate Richmond, the Venus and the Energy (1851-1869). After the establishment of
MPL, the schooners Metropolis and the A.J. Rogers wrecked. Twenty-eight years after the
wreck of the A.J. Rogers, a buoy marking the wreck is run over by the steamer Charles L.
Hutchinson.
Artifacts associated with MPL are a rocking chair, a bowl and pitcher, a hymn book and a
soup tureen belonging to former lighthouse keeper Sarah Lane as well as three lighthouse
keeper buttons from the uniform of Captain John Lane. Artifacts from the shipwreck
Metropolis, include a chock, a table made from salvaged planks and two planks believed to be
from the centerboard trunk. OMPHS is documenting and archiving the new artifacts with
photographs and a text description. A change of custody form has been implemented to keep
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track of artifacts as they are loaned out to other organizations for exhibit. The three lighthouse
keeper buttons referred to in the artifact portion of this report were undocumented and “lost”
for a period of time. An inventory list of all artifacts is kept in the possession of the Peninsula
Township Office and archived with OMPHS.
There is a strong possibility that the artifact of a galley table in possession of Steve and
Niki Sobkowski was salvaged from the Kate Richmond that wrecked at Mission Point in 1869,
one year before the construction of MPL. This table was salvaged from a shipwreck by Jerome
Pratt, the first lighthouse keeper of MPL. Jerome Pratt assisted with the construction with MPL
before being appointed the lighthouse keeper. Steve Sobkowski is the great-great grandson of
Jerome Pratt.
RECOMMENDATIONS
I would recommend to further explore what became of the original Fresnel lens, shovel
tests could be performed on the north facing grounds/beach of MPL to search for
archaeological evidence of fragments of the lens. It would also be useful to use excavation as a
tool to verify buildings that had been moved from the site. A side scan could be performed on
the area between the two spurs of sand/or/sandbars to investigate whether or not there may
be some undocumented shipwreck remains. Future researchers should concentrate on
identifying the recently acquired artifacts from the shipwrecks A.J Rogers and the Metropolis.
This would be helpful for any future exhibit developed for the shipwrecks associated with MPL.
As research is conducted in the future within the GTBUP, a priority should be given to the
shipwrecks associated with the lighthouse in regards to their locations and identification or
possibly this could be a great foreshore project for future field schools at NMC. As time goes on
and more of the older generation passes, additional new artifacts may be discovered as estates
are settled. It would be helpful for members of the OMPHS to keep watch for this material.
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Appendix L: MPL Survey Data
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

X
1000
1000.001
1053.662
1053.662
1049.67
1050.937
1049.375
1074.352
1161.162
1159.969
1131.318
1110.835
1108.667
1086.41
1066.044
1064.621
1045.905
1046.696
1051.576
1110.681

Y
1000
1018.574
1053.781
1053.776
1024.055
1023.881
1011.947
1008.45
996.537
988.364
990.44
991.667
954.759
960.249
962.038
949.543
981.029
986.785
986.288
991.161

Z
1000
1004.965
1005.488
1005.489
1005.294
1005.304
1005.252
1005.484
993.259
993.459
993.527
993.616
992.657
992.89
992.879
992.838
1002.95
1002.994
997.329
992.867

1093.369
1090.159
1086.59
1064.454
990.641
1000.273
1000.43
1015.446
1072.922
1170.689
1171.625

992.174
959.364
959.885
950.234
958.694
1019.922
1023.014
1084.384
1078.234
996.377
1008.094

993.058
992.03
992.014
991.738
993.671
996.605
996.595
996.631
996.749
992.246
993.289

1029.975
1000
2320.531
2300.312
2159.509
1951.537
1607.568
1663.188
1788.897
1928.489
2111.94
2085.636
1977.605
1922.171

1144.289
1000
978.332
1052.725
1307.211
1208.242
1397.757
1578.863
2014.058
2141.268
2259.719
2419.72
2257.574
2277.488

998.234
1000
994.978
988.413
988.438
988.246
988.429
990.014
988.387
988.211
988.427
988.379
988.551
988.566
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Control Point 1
Light House Survey - May 2013

CHRIS CONTROL
Control Point 2
Shoreline survey 08/0/2013

Point #
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

X
2043.924
1992.102
1999.185
1961.082
1933.76
1915.349
1821.422
1785.176
1746.48
1504.823
1205.012
1041.587
729.318
280.948
-213.397
-2065.53
-2091.12
-2083.79
-2125.19
-2115.37
-2134.26
-2129.3
-2112.64
-2078.32
-2050.23
-2083.4
-2012.18
-2019.48
-1953.45
-2025.9
-2000.89
-2039.6
-1973.99
-1825.13
-1846.61
-2014.15
-2073.22
-2107.6
-2205.8
-2096.45
-2121.27
-2208.58
-2611.81
-2216.48
-2136.71
-2097.2
-2124.39

Y
2706.956
3079.253
3649.789
3303.386
3042.983
2747.512
2606.892
2472.165
2274.385
2134.372
1939.904
1617.775
1497.338
1372.817
1198.995
1417.442
1534.644
1863.669
2433.011
2839.505
2974.23
3135.604
3258.076
3425.159
3519.746
3650.214
3892.194
3993.183
4109.006
4076.214
4294.443
4347.915
4564.615
4838.724
4911.365
4976.044
4694.583
4628.175
4500.678
4168.798
3855.205
3366.623
3820.949
3079.643
2450.649
1547.395
1416.453

Z
993.947
988.416
988.32
988.45
988.483
988.281
988.462
988.339
988.479
988.424
988.436
988.143
988.235
988.256
988.712
988.298
987.677
988.788
988.358
988.04
987.88
987.948
987.847
987.758
987.661
987.43
987.255
987.09
987.002
987.756
988.053
988.292
988.168
988.071
987.999
998.611
999.093
1001.816
1001.405
1002.661
995.574
1002.249
1001.722
990.087
987.86
988.382
987.252

1076.095

1546.18

988.54
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